
 

KOMPAS GUIDE TO MICHELIN RESTAURANTS 

 

MICHELIN TWO STARS 
 

HISA FRANKO (Kobarid, West Slovenia) 

Probably the most famous restaurant in Slovenia. Located in a small town of Kobarid in the Soca 

river valley you will find Hisa Franko by Ana Ros. She is a self-taught chef who first appeared on 

Netflix show Chef’s table and was named World’s best female chef. Only suitable for FIT and small 

size groups and bookings must be made very early in advance. Combine it with visit to Soca river, 

one of Europe’s cleanest rivers. 

 

 

MICHELIN ONE STAR 
 

New addition 

GOSTISCE GRIC (Horjul, central Slovenia) 

 

Remaining from 2021 

HISA DENK (Zgornja Kungota, close to Maribor) 

 

VILA PODVIN (Podvin, close to Bled) 

Vila Podvin is located by a smaller castle with strategic location, very close to Lake Bled and on the 

way to Ljubljana. Restaurant can accept even mid size groups and rates can be good value (menus 

can be even bellow 40 €). Enjoy traditional and local produce with a modern twist. 

 

 

GOSTILNA PRI LOJZETU (Dvorec Zemono, West Slovenia) 

Zemono is located in Vipava valley, Slovenia’s famed wine growing region. Tasting menus start at 75 



€ but be sure to book early, as it can be sold out months in advance. 

 

 

ATELJE (Ljubljana) 

 

DAM (Nova Gorica, West Slovenia) 

 

MICHELIN RECOMMENDED RESTAURANTS SUITABLE FOR GROUPS 
 

DVOR JEZERSEK (Cerklje na Gorenjskem, halfway between Bled and Ljubljana) 

Managed by a family that has one of Slovenia’s longest culinary tradition and conveniently located 

not far from Ljubljana and on the way from Lake Bled to Ljubljana. Here you will find Slovenian 

traditional cuisine reinvented in contemporary way. Tatsing menus start at 40 €. 

 

GOSTILNA NA GRADU (Ljubljana castle, Ljubljana) 

This restaurant is managed by Ana Ros, owner of Michelin two stars. With romantic setting on 

Ljubljana castle it can be a great option for small or even mid size groups. 

 

 

MICHELIN RECOMMENDED RESTAURANTS WITH SPECIAL ATMOSPHERE 
OR SCENIC VIEWS 

 

OTOCEC CASTLE (Otocec, on the way from Ljubljana to Zagreb) 

Restaurant is located inside a charming castle which has a dramatic location on a tiny river island. It 

can be a perfect stop and way to break your journey from Ljubljana to Zagreb.  



 

MICHELIN RECOMMENDED RESTAURANTS – ASIAN CUISINE 
 

RESTAURANT SHAMBALA (Ljubljana) 

Shambala has a wide variety of Asian dishes, from fresh Vietnamese rolls, Bali style chicken, 

Japanese style tempura, Thai style Tom Yum soup. Restaurant is located in the city center and is 

large enough even for mid size groups. 

 

SUSHI MAMA (Ljubljana) 

Sushimama is a small restaurant and best used for FIT guests and small size groups. It has superb 

location just a minute away from the triple bridge. Here Japanese chefs will prepare sushi, donburi, 

tempura, teriyaki salmon and even Kobe style beef for you. 

 


